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Abstract

The design and promotion of electronic patient summaries as an instrument to facilitate the pervasive delivery
of healthcare is emerging as a key technology in eHealth solutions. From the technical point of view this requires
powerful middleware systems supporting interoperability, multi-lingualism, security and patient privacy. In this
paper we present a semantic coordination model and describe how it can be used to support pervasive access to
electronic patient summaries.1
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1 INTRODUCTION

eHealth relates to a wide range of healthcare related ac-
tivities being supported by computer systems and com-
munication networks. Despite increasing uptake in ma-
jor healthcare institutions, healthcare delivery remains
highly fragmented and it is difficult to integrate the var-
ious types of information and IT platforms. The most
representative example in this respect is probably the
pervasive access to patient information. Data about an
individual is created, processed and stored in different
systems spread across several healthcare institutions, of-
ten without interrelation. Hence it cannot be accessed,
integrated and used instantly by healthcare profession-
als or administrative personnel, independent of where
they are and how they wish to access it, thus leading to
additional costs for locating or obtaining information or
replicating particular procedures and to a deterioration
of the perceived quality of service.

In order to increase the efficiency of patient care
delivery, healthcare parties must be able to access and
exchange patient information independent of organiza-

tional and technological heterogeneities. The European
Commission is performing a first step in this direction
by defining guidelines for theEuropean Patient Sum-
mary (EPS) [7]. We aim at providing this summary in
the Semantic Web language RDF, which is based on a
formal semantics [12], and hence supports data valida-
tion, integration and the inference of new knowledge
through well established logical reasoning approaches.
It also abstracts from presentation formats, allowing for
heterogeneous client access, including in low bandwidth
and restricted client resource situations.

The realization of the EPS demands a powerful co-
ordinating middleware for exchanging primary clinical
information across European healthcare networks that
guarantees ubiquitous access to distributed and multi-
faceted data objects with a focus on scalability, persis-
tency and interoperability.Triplespace computing[8]
is an emerging proposal for providing Web-scale data
coordination for information formalized using Seman-
tic Web representation languages such as the aforemen-
tioned RDF. To enable this, a new tuplespace model

1This work has been supported by the TripCom (IST-4-027324) Specific Targeted Research Project.
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for handling interpreted information with assigned truth
values and an extended Linda-based coordination lan-
guage for knowledge coordination are specified.

In this paper we present our specification for
triplespace computing and outline its use in an European
Patient Summary scenario. The rest of this paper is or-
ganized as follows: Section 2 describes our proposal of
a coordination model for triplespace computing. We il-
lustrate its application in the electronic patient summary
scenario in Section 3. Related and future work are con-
sidered in the Sections 4 and 5, respectively.

2 TRIPLESPACE COMPUTING

Most available IT applications and systems depend
largely on synchronous communication links which
tightly couple the communicating agents, requiring that
agents know how to reach their communicating part-
ner (direct addressing), that they are active at the same
time (temporal dependency) and that if one communica-
tion partner loses their connection, the communication
is broken and possibly lost (point-to-point). A further
implication of this popular communication paradigm is
in many cases the need for a priori knowledge of the
required messages and protocols. This makes ad hoc
coordination without specified contracts a task that is
difficult to realize.

These obvious issues motivated the choice of a
new communication paradigm at the intersection of
tuplespace computing and the Semantic Web. Tu-
plespaces [11] are shared data stores which allow dis-
tributed processing of information - stored in ordered
vectors known as ”tuples” - by various devices with-
out requiring synchronous connections amongst the in-
teracting applications. Tuplespace coordination is en-
abled by a simple yet powerful co-ordination language
called Linda [5] that permits agents to emit a tuple into
the space (operationout) or associatively retrieve tu-
ples either removing them (in) or not (rd). Retrieval
is governed by matching rules. Tuples are matched
against a template, which is a tuple that contains both
literals and typed variables. A match occurs if the
template and the tuple have the same length and field
types and if the value of literal fields are identical. The
tuple (”N70241”,EUR,22.14) will match the template
(”N70241”,?currency,?amount) and bind the variables
?currency and ?amount to the values EUR and 22.14 re-
spectively.

The Semantic Web [2] extends the Web with ma-
chine processable semantics, allowing data exchange in
heterogeneous application fields. The first layer in the
stack of knowledge representation languages which is
seen to build the Semantic Web is the Resource Descrip-
tion Framework (RDF) [12]. RDF is based on a directed

graph data model where knowledge statements take the
form of triples with the structure (subject, predicate, ob-
ject). For example, to say that Joe Blogg is the author of
a particular book, one could write:

db:Joe_Blogg dc:author isbn:085756353

Each value uniquely refers to a concept using the URI
scheme made popular by the Web, while the URI given
does not necessarily in that case have to refer to an
actual Web resource. Rather, concepts can be named
within particular namespaces (to avoid unambiguity),
for example the predicate dc:author here is taken from
the Dublin Core namespace and has the unambiguous
meaning of an author of a resource. The resource in
question is uniquely identified by its ISBN number and
the subject, Joe Blogg, would have use an URI to iden-
tify himself. RDF Schema [3] can be used to add addi-
tional schematic facts about these concepts, e.g. that Joe
Blogg is a person (’instance of’ the class Person) or that
the Dublin Core author property must have a person as
its subject. RDF thus combines simplicity with a formal
semantic basis that enables logical inference over sets of
statements.

Combining the two introduces a new communica-
tion platform that provides persistent and asynchronous
dissemination of machine understandable information.
We call this combined communication platformTriple
Space: semantic information encoded in RDF triples
provides a natural link from the Semantic Web and tu-
plespaces to triplespace computing.

To realize triplespace computing it is necessary to
revisit the definition of tuples and tuplespaces, to adapt
them for our purpose of the co-ordination of statements
of knowledge. Here after we concentrate on the descrip-
tion of the required adaptations and extensions to the
tuplespace coordination language, e.g. the novel coor-
dination primitives that are necessary to make the Linda
language compatible to the requirements of the Seman-
tic Web.

2.1 Triples and triplespaces

Following the Linda paradigm a Triple Space sys-
tem should be able to representsemantic information
throughtuples. The expressivity of the information rep-
resentation should be aligned to the expressivity of com-
mon Semantic Web languages, while respecting their
semantics, so that tuples could be mapped to and from
external Semantic Web resources. Regarding Seman-
tic Web languages, we currently focus on RDF. Sets of
RDF statements are interpreted as directed graphs and
are used as the main data structure for communication,
which implies a more expressive data model than in
classical Linda. In most cases the meaning of a single
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triple is very limited, and any piece of RDF in the Se-
mantic Web consists of a non-empty set of triples – an
RDF graph.

A triplespace is defined as a container for triples
which encapsulate the RDF statements - the whole of
all triplespaces provides the Triple Space infrastructure.
A triplespace can moreover be divided into virtual sub-
spaces and physically partitioned across distributed ker-
nels. Every space is addressed using a unique identifier,
e.g a URI, and may contain multiple (sub-)spaces, while
it can only be contained in at most one parent space.
Consequently a tuple can be contained in a space - and
implicitly in all the direct and indirect parent spaces of
that space. Communication can be restricted to a bound-
able part of the Triple Space, i.e. a subspace, to al-
low for greater efficiency in interactions (local scalabil-
ity and completeness). The distribution of data across
triplespaces and the decentralization of the overall sys-
tem (distribution of responsibilities) provides for a self-
organising solution to growing knowledge in the Triple
Space. Users having common interests shared their data
in a particular space instead of using the global Triple
Space system.

A triple’s contribution to a triplespace is described
in TripCom by use of a triplespace ontology. The ontol-
ogy modules so far developed are concentrating on the
description of triples and the spaces they are published
in. Moreover the ontology addresses the functionalities
of the triplespace kernels: language and reasoning sup-
port, storage infrastructure, installed query engines. A
triplespace kernel (TS Kernel) is the implementation of
a triplespace access node. An informal excerpt of the
triplespace ontology (classes and properties) is given in
Table 1.2 An example annotation of a triple stored in the
space is given in Table 2.

In Triple Space the metadata infrastructure is not
only used to link triples to spaces, but also to annotate
the data with access logs, links to the physical imple-
mentation and security and trust credentials. The use of
an ontology to describe the space and the data allows
using the available infrastructure to manage and reason
about the space and hence provides the necessary tools
for reflection and self-adaption of the space middleware.
This in turn opens up new means for enhancing the re-
trieval procedures, distribution algorithms (e.g. through
replication and caching), and the integration of dynam-
ically coupled external components. Hence, ontology-
driven space management is seen to be one of the major
assets of semantic tuplespaces compared to traditional
approaches.

The more important objective of the ontology is
however the scalability and performance of the space

installation and the discovery process (latency and qual-
ity). A concretization of the algorithms and the required
ontology support is however only in its infancy at this
stage of the TripCom project. First attempts allow to as-
sociate data with a particular kernel by use of the prop-
erty isManagedAtKernel, or to point from one kernel to
another (seeAlsoKernel) if they share particular charac-
teristics: same type of data, same users, to name only a
few possibilities.

In summary, the use of an integrated ontology-based
meta information infrastructure brings along two major
advantages for triplespace computing:

• the inference framework of the space middle-
ware allows reasoning not only about the appli-
cation data that is published and consumed by
space users, but also about the administrative data
(metadata).

• the use of Semantic Web languages, in particular
the application of RDF, allows for an integrated
platform without additional requirements on the
space infrastructure, i.e. the administrative data
is processed and stored by the same tools as the
application data.

2.2 Coordination model

The original Linda operations,out, in andrd, form the
basis for any tuplespace implementation. The basic tu-
plespace primitives have however soon proven to be
insufficient in various application contexts, and imple-
mentations of tuplespace platforms based on Linda have
liberally extended the coordination language for their
needs. The development of the Triple Space (TS) API
was guided by a review of previous extensions of Linda
combined with an understanding of the requirements for
knowledge co-ordination. An outline of the TS API is
given in Table 3.

The coordination API extends Linda to support the
reading and writing of sets of RDF triples as well as
individual tuples. Hence the core retrieval operations,
in andrd, while maintaining a version supporting ”tra-
ditional” Linda approach of returning the first match
found, are also extended inrdmultiple and inmultiple
for retrieving a RDF graph constructed from a set of all
found matches to the request.

The matching procedure for the retrieval operations
is - analogous to Linda - based on templates. The pre-
cise syntax and semantics of a template depends on the
maturity and complexity of the space implementation
and on the query languages and engines employed in
this implementation. In the current approach we use

2Further details on the triplespace ontology are available athttp://www.tripcom.org/ontologies/ .
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Table 1: Excerpt of the Triplespace Ontology

Triple
formalism URI
isContainedIn Space
hasLogEntry AccessLogEntry
isManagedAtKernel Kernel

Space
isSubspaceOf Space
isSharedAtKernel Kernel

AccessLogEntry
publisher Agent
date xsd:dateTime
type AccessType

Kernel
sharesSpace Space
hasQueryEngine QueryEngine
seeAlsoKernel Kernel

QueryEngine
language QueryLanguage
usesRepository Repository

Table 2: A triple represented by the triplespace ontology

_:t a ts:Triple;
:isManagedAtKernel <http://ts.example.de/>;
:isContainedIn <http://ts.example.de/space>.

both simple triple patterns that are very close to tradi-
tional Linda templates (hence a triple pattern with one
or more variables, e.g.<x:TripleSpacePaper ?p ?o>) as
well as graph patterns (cf. Table 4) through support for
the principle RDF query language SPARQL [19]. Even-
tually, we expect the templates to evolve to supporting
more expressive or more efficient semantic query reso-
lution algorithms as empowered by rule languages and
engines. In the API definition we however generally re-
fer to it as template in order to proceed with a stable
interaction model.

A noteworthy extension to the original Linda model
is the incorporation of a publish-subscribe mechanism.
An agent is able to subscribe to a particular type of in-
formation by providing a template and will be informed
whenever some other agent has introduced new data
which leads to a match against that template in the cho-
sen space. This extends the expressiveness of the coor-
dination model by providing a new type of interaction
pattern which cannot be supported by the original Linda
primitives.

The two operations depicted in Table 5 are manage-
ment methods used to create and delete spaces. A space
is created by giving it a new unique identifier and attach-
ing it as a subspace to an already existing space. The
semantics ofdestroyis more complex, as the removal of
a space implies the deletion of all subspaces, and of the
contained data. We therefore expect that removal is only
allowed to the creator of the space, or at least that it de-
pends on restrictive security measures. Security, privacy
and trust measures are entirely neglected in this paper,
as they are seen to be orthogonal to the presented con-
cepts and are developed in parallel.

2.3 Implementation and optimisation

A first prototype of Triple Space has been implemented.
This is a proof of concept development from the first
stage of the TripCom project, as not all specifications
were finalised at that time. Following the stabilisation
of the relevant specifications a first full implementation
is now in progress, and the project has a public Web site
at Sourceforge5.

Figure 2.3 shows a logical view on a single Triple
Space instance, termed a kernel, with both, kernel-
internal components and kernel-external clients and ser-
vices that may be connected to it. From a birds-eye
view on the architecture one can see two different ar-
eas. The upper area shows kernel-external entities that
may connect to the kernel. The area below shows the
components of a kernel itself, i.e. APIs and components
implementing these APIs. The components that form a
Triple Space kernel communicate over a kernel-internal
bus system which is implemented using a space-based
middleware system. The integrating middleware allows
all components that are drawn directly above or below to
communicate with each other. Here JavaSpaces is used
to enable space-based co-ordination of the components.

3 A EUROPEAN PATIENT SUM-
MARY SYSTEM

Several health applications have been widely deployed
within major healthcare institutions all over Europe. Re-
gardless, healthcare delivery remains highly fragmented
and it is an open challenge to integrate the various types

5https://sourceforge.net/projects/tripcom
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out(Graph g, URI space):void
Inserts the triples included in the graph into the
given space. A graph could consist of a single triple
or a set of triples.
rd(Template t, URI space, int timeout):Graph
Returns a single match to the template provided.
A template is a query upon the triplespace follow-
ing some supported syntax, e.g. a single triple pat-
tern or a SPARQL (graph pattern) query. Depend-
ing on the query, a match may be a single triple,
a set of bound triples (e.g. following the Concise
Bounded Descriptions approach) or a set of indi-
vidually matched triples (in a complex query). The
scope of the query is restricted to the given space.
The timeout is used as means to restrain the block-
ing characteristics of Linda rd to a finite time pe-
riod.
rd(Template t, int timeout):Graph
Operates as the above rd but not restricted to a
named space. Rather, the scope of the query is the
entire Triple Space and the answer may be taken
from (a combination of) any triplespaces. The
client has no influence over where knowledge is
found to answer their query.
rdmultiple(Template t, URI space, int time-
out):Graph
Operates as the original rd but not restricted to re-
turning a single match. Rather, attempts to return as
many matches as can be found within the scope of
the query and the given timeout.
in(Template t, URI space, int timeout):Graph
This is the destructive version of rd, not only re-
turning a graph which contains the query match but
also deleting this graph from the triplespace. There
is also a version of in without the space URI.
inmultiple(Template t, URI space, int time-
out):Graph
This is the destructive version of rdmultiple, not
only returning a graph which contains the query
matches but also deleting this graph from the
triplespace.
subscribe(Template t, URI space, Callback
c):URI
Establishes a notification mechanism for the inser-
tion of triples which result in the generation of
a match to the given template within the named
triplespace. The callback object enables the system
to notify the client of the occurrence of a match,
and the callback itself will contain a graph repre-
senting that match. The operation returns a handle
to the successfully registered subscription in form
of a URI.
unsubscribe(URI subscription):boolean
This operation cancels a given subscription and re-
turns true in case of successful unsubscription.

Table 3: The Triple Space API
Ubiquitous Computing and Communication Journal 5



TEMPLATE DESCRIPTION

?s a doap:Project;
foaf:member ?o.

Matches all triples
where the subject is of
type doap:Project3 and
where the same subject
has triples indicating
the members.

?s ?p ?o.
?o a foaf:Person.

Matches all triples
where the object is of
type foaf:Person4.

?s foaf:name ?a;
foaf:mbox ?b.

Matches the triples that
contain subjects for
which the name and a
mailbox (foaf:mbox)
are indicated.

Table 4: Examples of Semantic Templates

create(URI path, String name):boolean
This primitive creates a new space as a subspace
of the space found at the given path. The name of
the newly created space provides an identification
of the new space (as the concatenation of path and
space name). It returns true after successful cre-
ation.
destroy(URI space):boolean
This operation destroys the space identified by the
given URI. Its subspaces and all contained triples
are also destroyed. Particular attention has there-
fore to be paid to rights management to avoid unde-
sired deletion of knowledge.

Table 5: The TS Management API

Ubiquitous Computing and Communication Journal 6
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Figure 1: Triple Space Architecture – Logical View

of information and IT platforms. The clinical informa-
tion about an individual is created, processed and stored
in different systems spread across several healthcare in-
stitutions. In order to increase the efficiency of patient
care delivery, healthcare parties must be able to access
and exchange patient information independently of their
organizational and technological particularities. But this
is a very challenging objective since it needs to deal with
not only technical requirements but also with political,
organizational and social aspects.

Patient summaries represent concise clinical docu-
ments that manage the most crucial information related
to the health status of citizens. For this reason they re-
ally represent a first step towards a network of comple-
mentary and heterogeneous healthcare systems.

The provision of a patient summary at European
level is a strategic challenge of the European Union
because they represent also an enabling factor for the
pervasive delivery of high-quality health-care services
across Europe. The European Patient Summary (EPS)
is a strategic initiative by the European Commission
towards the realization of a European eHealth infras-
tructure capable of integrating information and applica-
tions in order to ensure the pervasive delivery of high
quality care services. The EPS initiative should pro-
vide the core building blocks required to access and pro-
cess primary clinical data in arbitrary eHealth applica-
tions across the European healthcare delivery network:

hospitals, general practitioners, specialists, laboratories,
home care services, ambulance services, administration
and researchers.

However such a goal demands very strong require-
ments for a technological platform that can support the
scale of the scenario. In particular, there are about 500
million citizens within Europe and 1 million care-givers.
Given that a summary will contains around 1 thousand
triples, the EPS as a whole will need to be able to man-
age 500 billion of triples over a network of 10 thou-
sands triplespace kernels. In addition, mobility of cit-
izens must be guarantee and the access to their health
information must be ensured anytime and everywhere.

The technical realization of the patient summary
needs to build on a specialized middleware which is
able to deal with the design principles specified in the
European Interoperability Framework (EIF, [6]): multi-
laterality, subsidiarity, multi-lingualism, and privacy.
We can name several requirements for an efficient EPS
infrastructure:

• decentralization/distribution is a pre-requisite
for the realization ofmulti-laterality and sub-
sidiarity . A highly distributed EPS infrastruc-
ture allows arbitrary healthcare parties to publish
and retrieve patient information efficiently and
ensures a feasible level of fault-tolerance.

• support forasynchronousandanonymous inter-

Ubiquitous Computing and Communication Journal 7



action among institutions is equally important.
The coordination of information should happen
independently of communication partners.

• to cope with the inherent heterogeneity problems
(e.g. different encoding schemes and languages)
and to align different eHealth systems the middle-
ware should provide means for flexibledata and
application integration.

• support for appropriatesecurity mechanisms is
important with respect toprivacy and multi-
laterality . The privacy of citizens must be re-
spected, according to EU and specific country
policies that guarantee that only authorized care
givers will have access to sensitive data. Concern-
ing multi-laterality, healthcare authorities that are
responsible for managing the data of the citizen
needs to maintain their control over the data pub-
lished.

An infrastructure that can meet all of these require-
ments would enable the provision of added-value ser-
vices beyond today’s state of the art. Take for example
critical emergency situations where several actors oper-
ate in the same moment on several victims and there is
a critical need for rapid access to health data and co-
ordination of emergency healthcare actions in order to
provide the most effective (and potentially life saving)
service.

Such very demanding requirements could be met by
the scalable triplespace infrastructure we are develop-
ing. The following use case reports on an example of
a critical emergency situation where all the capabilities
provided by the triplespace are used for effectively co-
ordinating actors that pervasively access the EPS space
through mobile devices.

3.1 Use Case Scenario

Mr. Christian is an English citizen that is spending his
holidays in Northern Italy and Austria. While traveling
by bus along the highly frequented highway Modena-
Brennero, he is suddenly involved in a major accident.
The bus overturns near Bolzano, in South Tyrol, and
many of the travelers are injured, some even severely.
Mr. Christian suffers an open fracture of the leg and
shows symptoms of shock.

Due to the seriousness of the accident and the high
number of victims, the volunteer first aid corps and most
ambulances of the region are sent for, which calls upon

complex coordination work (also the nearby Italian-
speaking region of Trentino is involved). All medical
staff has access to the EPS through mobile devices. This
allows them to instantly gain access to relevant infor-
mation about their patients in order to provide the best
possible treatment on the spot. Moreover, the EPS built
over Triple Space permits the different units to collabo-
ratively treat the victims and to synchronize their activ-
ities.

We use for the example snippets a shorthand for the
tuples and templates, both of which are marked within
angled brackets. RDF concepts are normally full URIs,
but for readability here we use QNames, where before
the colon a string represents the ”namespace” of the con-
cept6 and after the colon a string represents the name
of the concept in that namespace. Templates (queries)
here are restricted to triple patterns, where variables
are marked with a question mark as first character, and
matches are also then single triples. Of course, in a real
world scenario we can expect both the triple graphs and
templates used to be more complex. The arrow -> sep-
arates the request from the client from the response re-
ceived.

Rescuer Roman, the South-Tyrolese rescue worker
that first finds Mr. Christian, searches for Mr. Chris-
tian’s clinical data in the EPS system using his PDA
device. This can be done after having identified Chris-
tian in the system through some unique ID, for example
the passport number which Christian is thankfully car-
rying on him. We expect this aspect will be simplified
in the future through the development of secure digital
identification cards which can be read by enabled EPS
mobile devices (through e.g. RFID tags). The system
returns for Mr. Christian his Universal Healthcare Iden-
tifier (UHID) 7.

rd(
<?foaf:Person, id:passNr, "1234...">, null
)
-> <p:js39, id:passNr, "1234...">

rd(
<p:js39, dh:records, ?dh:record>, null
)
-> <p:js39, dh:records, uhid:026253645>

The PDA of the rescuer has been easily inte-
grated with the EPS since the triplespace leverages the
RDF language to provide semantic interoperability tech-
niques that help in solving heterogeneity issues among
existing eHealth applications and eHealth standards.
Given the transmission of sensitive data in such a con-
text, the system encrypts and decrypts data in its trans-
mission between the user and the triplespace making use

6For the purpose of these examples we use some dummy namespaces which use the QName prefixes id, dh, inn and loc. Other namespaces
are explained in the text.

7http://www.ncvhs.hhs.gov/app7-2.htm
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Figure 2: Realization of the EPS with Triplespace

of a key that is only allocated to Roman’s current inter-
actions [4].

Now Roman registers the injury to Mr. Christian,
taking from the International Classification of Diseases
(ICD) 8 the one that describes a “open wound in lower
leg” (i.e., icd:s81 ), and placing this in a space belong-
ing to the local healthcare authority (the space to which
he has access).

out(
<uhid:026253645, dh:hasInjury, icd:s81>,
http://gesundheit.sudtirol.at/
)

According to European, English and Italian policies,
he is allowed to read all necessary information about
Mr. Christian’s allergies, immunizations, currently pre-
scribed medication and contagious diseases. The data
protection laws restrict first aid workers and ambulance
doctors from consulting further details of the patient
summary. The information requested by Roman is pre-
sented to him in German as the application running on
his mobile device can query terms inside the EPS which
follow standardized medical terminologies using the ap-
propriate language setting, as they are defined and of-
ficial translations for their terms in all European lan-
guages exist. To make queries on Mr. Christian’s EPS
more efficient, Roman can find out which triplespace
contains the EPS by querying the triplespace metadata
for which triplespacecontainsa tuple which identifies
the concept uhid:026253645 as being of type eps:EPS
(i.e. is an instance of an European patient summary).
The subsequent rd operations are restricted to this space.

rdmultiple(
<uhid:026253645, dh:diagnosedWith, ?dh:Contagion>,
http://health.merseyside.co.uk/wirral, null
)
-> <<uhid:026253645, dh:diagnosedWith, icd:b24>>

rd(
<icd:b24, rdfs:label@DE, ?string>, null
)
-> <icd:b24, rdfs:label@DE,

"Humanes Immundefizienz-Virus"@DE>
rdmultiple(

<uhid:026253645, dh:allergicTo, ?inn:Analgesic>,
http://health.merseyside.co.uk/wirral, null
)
-> <<uhid:026253645, dh:allergicTo, atc:N02AA01>>

rd(
<atc:N02AA01, rdfs:label@DE, ?string>, null
)
-> <atc:N02AA01, rdfs:label@DE, "Morphin"@DE>

Roman learns that Mr. Christian was diagnosed
with HIV (which in German is called “Humanes
Immundefizienz-Virus”) and can take all the necessary
precautions. Under normal conditions, Roman would
provide Mr. Christian with a dose of the analgesic mor-
phine (i.e.,atc:N02AA01 in the Anatomical Therapeutic
Chemical Classification System9). According to Chris-
tian’s summary, he repeatedly showed allergic reactions
to morphine and the first aid assistant prefers to admin-
ister oxycodone (i.e.,atc:N02AA05 ) that does not trigger
the same consequences. Furthermore, Roman takes care
of stopping the bleeding of Mr. Christian’s wounded leg
using a bandage (i.e.,dh:CottonGauze ). He logs all the
treatments administered to Mr. Christian into the EPS
and he moves to take care of other casualties.

out(
<uhid:026253645, dh:rcvdTreatment, atc:N02AA05>,
tstp://gesundheit.sudtirol.at/

8http://www.who.int/classifications/icd/en/index.html
9http://www.whocc.no/atcddd/
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)
out(

<uhid:026253645, dh:rcvdTreatment, dh:CottonGauze>,
tstp://gesundheit.sudtirol.at/
)

Other rescuers and ambulance doctors can now read
the information published by the rescuer, becoming
aware that Mr. Christian requires further medical care.
Only shortly thereafter Dr. Anna, an American ambu-
lance doctor working in Trentino, and her team take
over the care of Mr. Christian. From his latest EPS
entry (now presented in Italian thanking to the terminol-
ogy mediation), they notice the information published
by Rescuer Roman: the description of the injury, the
medication and the treatment.

rdmultiple(
<uhid:026253645, dh:hasInjury, ?dh:Injury>,
tstp://gesundheit.sudtirol.at/, null
)
-> <<uhid:026253645, dh:hasInjury, icd:s81>>

rd(
<icd:s81, rdfs:label@IT, ?string>, null
)
-> <icd:s81, rdfs:label@IT,

"Ferita aperta alla gamba"@IT>
rdmultiple(

<uhid:026253645, dh:rcvdTreatment, ?dh:Medicine>,
tstp://gesundheit.sudtirol.at/, null
)
-> <<uhid:026253645, dh:rcvdTreatment, atc:N02AA05>,

<uhid:026253645, dh:rcvdTreatment, dh:CottonGauze>>
rd(

<atc:N02AA05, rdfs:label@IT, ?string>, null
)
-> <atc:N02AA05, rdfs:label@IT, "Ossicodone"@IT>

rd(
<dh:CottonGauze, rdfs:label@IT, ?string>, null
)
-> <dh:CottonGauze, rdfs:label@IT,

"Bendaggio di cotone"@IT>

Dr. Anna decides that Mr. Christian needs to be
hospitalized and she publishes a new emergency case
in the EPS with the location of the accident. Local
hospitals monitor the space using the publish/subscribe
mechanism and are alerted of an emergency case in their
vicinity. The hospital consumes the emergency call of
Dr. Anna when they have the necessary capacities and
emits a tuple acknowledging they can handle the emer-
gency case. Not only can no other hospital erroneously
allocate resources to Mr. Christian, but also the ambu-
lance crew can know which hospital they should bring
their patient to. The hospital can additionally query on
properties of the location strl:str539 to determine if it
is nearby, or the ambulance can additionally query on
properties of the hospital strl:hospital856 to know how
to reach it best. This can be done by automated systems
thanks to the use of RDF to unambiguously define prop-
erties and values. Furthermore, the given location is ac-
tually a member of a RDF class for streets, and yet is still

found by a query on an object of type loc:Location given
the semantic knowledge (expressible in RDF Schema, a
language for defining the semantics of RDF vocabular-
ies) that this class is a subClass of loc:Location. This
illustrates that logical inference based on RDF can en-
sure that concepts can be described specifically with-
out breaking queries, as queries can use more general
classes which subsume all relevant concepts. For exam-
ple, an emergency case should be notifiable to a hospital
regardless of the type of location where it occurs yet ac-
cess to more specific information based on the type of
location may be vital knowledge for the healthcare pro-
fessionals going to attend that emergency case.

hospital:
subscribe(

<?dh:record, dh:emergencyCase, ?loc:Location>,
tstp://gesundheit.sudtirol.at/, Callback.instance
)

ambulance:
out(

<uhid:026253645, dh:emergencyCase, strl:str539>,
tstp://gesundheit.sudtirol.at/
)

hospital:
Callback.instance
-> <uhid:026253645, dh:emergencyCase, strl:str539>

hospital:
in(

<uhid:026253645, dh:emergencyCase, strl:str539>,
tstp://gesundheit.sudtirol.at/, null
)

out(
<uhid:026253645, dh:emergencyTaken, strl:hospital856>,
tstp://gesundheit.sudtirol.at
)

While Mr. Christian is on the way to the emergency
room in Trento, Dr. Erica, the emergency doctor, can
already take action to initiate the treatment at the local
hospital. Dr. Erica and her team access the EPS of Mr.
Christian and study the clinical information about his
current health status (added by Dr. Anna and Rescuer
Roman) and his past medical history. In that way they
are ready to receive Mr. Christian and can treat him
faster and more accurately.

Back home in England, the general practitioner Dr.
Gabriela, that is responsible for Mr. Christian, will be
informed automatically by the EPS through her eHR
about the changed medical status of the patient (this
is possible through a subscription made by the GP on
her cared citizens applicable to the entire Triple Space).
This notification contains, in the English language of
the general practitioner and in the correct format sup-
ported by her eHR, all the necessary information about
the emergency recovery, the specific medical problems
and the treatment received by Mr. Christian.

The entire scenario is illustrated by a UML sequence
diagram.
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Figure 3: Sequence diagram of scenario

3.2 Scalability, Pervasive Deployment and
Usability

This use case scenario is only one sample of the hun-
dreds of possible concurrent requests to the EPS that the
scalable and pervasive triplespace infrastructure is re-
quired to support.

Therefore the deployment of the triplespace infras-
tructure must be carefully planned. The underlying
triplespace nodes must be pervasively deployed across
Europe and an effort must is required to make the EPS
accessible through all kinds of devices including hospi-
tals’, ambulances’ and rescuers’ ones.

Moreover, EPS imposes triplespace to assure usabil-
ity of such an approach to retrieve data, especially in dif-
ficult, dangerous and emergency context where timely
operations constitute a very strict constrain. To such
purpose the following action could be undertaken:

• Usage of subspaces to minimize the numbers of
kernels of the distributed infrastructure involved
in each interaction and to isolate data which can
be locked in order to guarantee completeness of
query answers.

• Usage of triplespace support to self-organizing
data in order to ensure proximity of knowledge
to the client and hence reduce response times.

4 RELATED WORK

A number of approaches are developing in the field of
triplespace computing. A review of current activities
has been carried out in the interests of identifying com-
monalities and differences [18]. Besides the core com-
monality of coordinating the exchange of semantic data,
generally RDF, in a tuplespace, these approaches differ
in their aims and hence their conceptualisations and re-
alizations.

The Triple Space Computing proposal [8] has
spawned a number of initiatives. In the TSC project a
first attempt is made to extend the initial proposal with
a concrete proposed architecture in which the coordi-
nation model is enriched with publish-subscribe capa-
bilities and transactions [9]. cSpaces was born as an
independent initiative to extend Triple Space Comput-
ing with more sophisticated features and to study their
applicability in different scenarios apart from Web Ser-
vices [15]. The work in this paper is also inspired by
this proposal, and differs from earlier work in that it
concentrates on a new conceptualization of semantic
triplespaces – while previous efforts extended existing
systems – and is focused on supporting a number of vi-
tal communication scenarios such as the eHealth case
given here.

Parallel to this, Semantic Web Spaces [17] have been
presented which aims to act as a communication middle-
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ware for a Semantic Web of heterogeneous, distributed
intelligent agents. Its focus is on the communication of
Semantic Web clients rather than Web Services. How-
ever both initiatives learn from one another in dealing
with the challenges of implementing semantic data ex-
change on top of the Linda coordination model.

Other tuplespace implementations have focused on
providing lightweight, ad-hoc collaboration support for
autonomous agents in a pervasive environment. LIME
[16] provides coordination over transient sharing of
identically-named tuple spaces carried by individual
mobile units. Limone [10] decouples the communica-
tion by limiting each agent access to its own and its ac-
quaintances’ tuplespaces and modelling the Linda coor-
dination language to minimize dependencies on the net-
work (e.g. no remote blocking, timeout on distributed
operations). sTuples is the first instance of a semantic
tuplespace with a focus on ubiquitous computing but it
was limited to exchanging OWL (ontology) documents
in tuple fields [13], rather than semantic information in
a suitable tuple format.

The benefits of a distributed, peer-to-peer approach
for ad-hoc collaboration in hospitals has been described
in [1]. An application of tuplespace technology to the
healthcare sector has been acknowledged in [14]. The
authors describe a tuplespace realized with the use of
RFID technology and elaborate on its usage in eHealth
scenarios. However, the work cited here does not con-
sider the use of semantic data nor an extension of the
coordination model for the coordination of such data.

Hence our work presents a first development in the
direction of the integration of semantic and tuplespace
computing with application in pervasive scenarios such
as the presented use case of ubiquitous access to patient
information.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FU-
TURE WORK

In this paper we presented the usage of the tuplespace
paradigm as a pervasive semantic middleware for re-
alizing the emerging European patient summary. Tu-
plespaces are a good alternative to common information
management and interaction models on the Web, since
they allow agents to publish and retrieve information in
an uncoupled manner in terms of space and time.

Current middleware technologies do not cover some
significant aspects related to heterogeneity, dynamics,
openness and scalability. We propose an extension of
the electronic patient summary scenario into triplespace
computing. The Linda model for coordination is suited
to this scenario, as it provides the basic requirements of

the system: a common data store, support for multiple
agents and their interaction, coordination of that inter-
action and decoupling from time and space.

The functionality of the system is also abstracted
into external agents who interact with the data store.
This not only is a basis for modularizing the EPS sys-
tem and hence supporting reusability and updatability,
but also makes system knowledge directly available to
any interested (and access enabled) agents in a per-
vasive environment. Simple agent operations (reading
some knowledge from the system) are then standardized
(through Linda) and supported from the tuplespace plat-
form without requiring any specific functionality to be
executed from the EPS system.

Patient data, as well as associated coding systems
and exchange message types, are represented using
machine-understandable representation languages such
as RDF which have formal semantics to allow for log-
ical inference. This permits automatic mediation be-
tween heterogeneous data formats and reasoning over
the knowledge of the system to deduce new information
which is of use to the healthcare providers. The inter-
nal use of RDF also abstracts from actual delivery and
presentation format, allowing for the support of also low
bandwidth and restricted resource clients.

Our scenario will, in the next step, be integrated with
the first Triple Space prototype in order to demonstrate
and validate the coordination of European Patient Sum-
mary data through triplespace computing. Furthermore,
we will continue to specify how patient summaries are
modelled and manipulated in RDF and the prototype
will be extended to support richer querying and scalable
distribution.
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